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The Buddha nodded and said, "the devil emperor's son is deeply involved with the soul seed. If the soul 

seed explodes, his heart is indeed in danger of destruction." 

 

"However, as long as Guichen is called to guard by his side, it can be guaranteed." 

 

"Guichen is the embodiment of good thoughts. He represents the supreme good. His breath can protect 

the demon emperor from the explosion of soul seeds." 

 

Ye Chen still felt dangerous and said, "this method is very dangerous. Buddha, do you have any other 

ways?" 

 

Buddha said, "there are other ways, but there are too many ritual props to prepare. Now when you 

come to the sentient world, you must attract the attention of countless eyes. It is impossible to hold the 

ceremony safely." 

 

"Without saying anything else, ye Linyuan alone can't make everything go well for you." 

 

"Only by cutting through the mess with a sharp knife and using the momentum of thunder can we solve 

the current dilemma." 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth, weighed it in his heart, and finally nodded and said, "OK, Buddha, then follow 

your meaning." 

 

The Buddha nodded slightly and said, "then I announced the demon emperor and Guichen to come 

here..." 

 

At present, the Buddha issued a Dharma, summoning the demon emperor and Guichen. 



 

Soon, the demon emperor and Guichen came to the hall. 

 

"See Buddha!" 

 

GUI Chen was very excited and happy to see the Buddha's true face, and knelt down to worship. 

 

The demon emperor also bowed and stood beside Ye Chen, looking at the boat of sin with some 

curiosity. 

 

At this time, ye Chen has come down from the boat of sin and passed a message to the demon emperor, 

explaining the past briefly. The demon emperor was shocked. 

 

The Buddha smiled and said to the demon emperor, "demon emperor, your soul seed is deeply rooted. 

Now I have a method that allows you to remove the soul seed." 

 

"You can get on this boat of sin, detonate the soul seed with the sin array, and then you can restore your 

freedom." 

 

"This method is extremely dangerous. The soul kind of explosion may backfire on your heart." 

 

After a pause, the Buddha said to Guichen again: 

 

"Guichen, you protect the law for him." 

 

GUI Chen was stunned and said, "what Dharma protector, i... I don't understand." 

 

His cultivation is quite weak, even the shackles of martial arts have not been cut off, and he doesn't 

understand many things. 

 



This time, he became a Buddha in the great truth temple. He was trying to practice hard and study the 

truth Buddha Dharma. Unexpectedly, before the practice began, the Buddha had a task entrusted to 

him. 

 

The Buddha laughed and said, "it's difficult to be confused in the world. What you don't know, ignorant 

and childish, is the pure heart. You don't need to do anything, just stand by the demon emperor." 

 

Guichen said, "just stand beside him?" 

 

He looked up at the boat of sin again, and saw the skeletons hanging all over the boat. He felt a thrill in 

his heart, and said, "Buddha, do you want us all to board the boat? This boat is full of filth and evil, as 

if... It doesn't look very clean." 

 

Buddha said, "it's not very clean, but your Buddha heart is pure, and any filth can't hurt you." 

 

GUI Chen hurriedly said, "the Buddha praised me falsely. My talent is stupid. I don't understand many 

scriptures in the temple." 

 

The Buddha said, "it's not too late to study the wonderful Dharma, truth and mystery of the Sutra in the 

future. Now you accompany the demon emperor to board the ship, first solve the soul seed in his body, 

and then it's a great merit." 

 

Guichen said, "yes!" 

 

There were many things he didn't understand in his heart, but he didn't ask much, and looked at the 

demon emperor. 

 

The demon emperor frowned and used the evil spirit of the sin boat to detonate the soul seed. It 

sounded really dangerous. He glanced at Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen said, "although it's a little risky, it's worth trying!" 

 



The demon emperor nodded. Since ye Chen said so, he was willing to take a chance. 

 

At that moment, the demon emperor stepped on the boat of sin. GUI Chen hesitated for a moment and 

followed him. 

 

After the demon emperor boarded the ship, he felt the boundless evil spirit around him, and shouted. 

 

He suddenly felt a little suffocating, and the soul in his body was ready to move under the influence of 

all kinds of evil spirits. 

 

He looked back at Guichen, but saw that Guichen's breath was still the same, without any blockage. 

 

The terrible evil spirit of the boat of sin can't even affect Guichen! 

 

"This guy is really sincere, and all evils cannot enter!" 

 

The demon emperor was shocked. 

 

Ye Chen and Buddha were also moved when they saw this. 

 

Guichen is worthy of being the incarnation of the evil ancestor's boundless good thoughts. He is born to 

be the best, and there is no evil thoughts and demons, so the evil spirit of the boat of sin can't erode 

him at all. 

 

Ye Chen was a little calm and guarded by Guichen. The demon emperor might really be able to detonate 

the soul seed without injury. 

 

"Guichen, please protect the law for me." 

 

The demon emperor said, then went to the evil array and sat down cross legged. 



 

"Yes, I will try my best!" 

 

GUI Chen kept beside the array, and he didn't know how to protect it, so he touched a string of Buddha 

beads, twisted the beads in one hand, and stood up with one palm in the other hand, silently reciting 

the Scriptures. 

 

The demon emperor sat on the array, humming, and the array started. 

 

All of a sudden, the whole boat of sin, with boundless evil spirit, rolled up, and the white skeletons 

hanging all over the boat seemed to come alive, clicking, making a strange and terrible sound of ghosts 

crying and wolves howling. 

 

In an instant, all kinds of dark and evil evil spirits turned into monsters such as demons, shuras, giant 

demons, skeletons, bats and so on, and rushed to the demon emperor from all directions. 

 

The demon emperor clenched his teeth and sat still. 

 

GUI Chen was a little flustered and shouted, "Lord devil, are you okay?" 

 

The Buddha said, "Guichen, stand still, just close your eyes and recite sutras, and recite the Buddha at 

ease!" 

 

Guichen said, "yes!" 

 

At that moment, he didn't care about the raging evil spirit outside, but just closed his eyes and recited 

scriptures. 

 

The evil spirits and monsters of many evils did not hurt him, but rushed towards the array. 

 

The demon emperor sat in the array, only feeling countless evil spirits, crazy impact, and his ears were 

full of sharp hiss. 



 

His heart was pounding, and soon he felt the soul seed in his body completely active, and his 

consciousness gradually blurred. 

 

Ye Chen and Buddha were all watching nervously. 

 

They saw that on the demon emperor, wisps of black gas gradually appeared, and the black gas was 

boiling violently. They could clearly see that there was a seed in the black gas. 

 

That's the kind of soul planted in the demon emperor's body by the demon ancestor Wutian! 

 

At this moment, countless evil spirits of the boat of sin were frantically poured into the soul seed. 

 

The soul species are expanding, but there are signs of explosion! 

 

The demon emperor was connected with the soul seed Qi machine, and the soul seed was about to 

explode. His facial features were also distorted, showing an extremely uncomfortable look, and the 

corners of his mouth exuded blood. 

 

"Amitabha, Amitabha..." 

 

GUI Chen just closed his eyes and recited sutras. He felt the evil spirit roaring around him, and 

something terrible was brewing, but he obeyed the teachings of the Buddha and dared not open his 

eyes, but just recited sutras and chanted Buddha. 

 

Ye Chen was extremely nervous, for fear that the explosion of soul seed would involve the demon 

emperor and lead to the latter's death. 

 

Boom—— 

 

At this time, from the depths of the soul, there was a concussion like the beating of a heavenly drum, 

followed by a burst of laughter. 
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"Hahaha! Lord of reincarnation, Buddha of truth, do you want to detonate my soul seed?" 

 

The laughter was wild and crazy, and the spirit of evil gas expanded and curled up, polluting the dome of 

the great truth temple. 

 

In the hall, many Buddhist green lotus, precious trees and instruments have also been polluted by the 

magic gas and become dark. 

 

Just now, it was the Grand Hall of Buddha Qi, and at this time, it had become magical. 

 

In the rolling demon gas, the figure of demon Zu Wutian emerged! 

 

The extreme outbreak of soul species, violent attack, and even about to explode, directly made the 

demon ancestor come to heaven. 

 

At this moment, the demon ancestor has no calmness and condensation at all, only crazy, almost 

paranoid fanaticism, madness and distortion. 

 

If the soul seed explodes, his plan to seize and give up will be a complete failure. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you have lost this gamble. What's the use of dying!" 

 

The demon ancestor snorted coldly and waved his big hand across the air, like covering the sky and 

blocking out the sun. He suppressed Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

The power of this palm has reached the nine levels of heaven in the boundless realm! 



 

With the help of the body of the demon emperor, the magic ancestor Wutian's power is as powerful as 

the sky... 

 

Ye Chen's pupils contracted, and he immediately felt the endless danger and opportunity. 

 

"Demon Zu Wutian, in my territory, it's not your turn to make trouble!" 

 

The Buddha gave a deep drink and patted it out with his big hand. The Golden Palm blew up thousands 

of Buddha lights, and even gathered the luck of the whole great truth temple, and severely slapped the 

demon ancestor Wutian's hand. 

 

Many Bodhisattvas, Arhats, eminent monks and holy beasts in the great truth Temple felt the Buddha's 

thoughts, prayed and recited one after another, and offered their own magic power to support the 

Buddha. 

 

Bang! 

 

The palms of Buddha and magic ancestor Wutian collided fiercely, and immediately crushed hundreds of 

millions of empty spaces. The avenue of heaven and earth seemed to collapse. All kinds of treasure lotus 

platforms and Buddhist covers in the hall were destroyed in an instant. 

 

Boom! 

 

A fierce air flow even rushed through the gate and rushed out to the outside. 

 

The wave of the mixture of Buddha's light and devil's gas exploded on the territory of the holy land of 

truth, startling countless Buddhist disciples and making them afraid. 

 

At this collision, the Buddha relied on the luck of the great truth temple, slightly better than the magic 

ancestor Wutian. 

 



Mo Zu Wutian's face twisted for a while, retreated, his eyes were angry, and said, "Buddha of truth, the 

supreme will ordered you to bury reincarnation, but you maintain this boy, are you really not afraid of 

the punishment of the supreme will?" 

 

Buddha said, "there is no supreme will at all. Only reincarnation is supreme!" 

 

Mo Zu Wu Tian sneered and said, "really?" 

 

After a pause, he opened his arms and sang to the dome: "supreme will, your believers have betrayed 

you. Lower your anger and wash away this sinful world!" 

 

The singing sound, vast and far away, was conveyed from afar. 

 

The demon ancestor Wutian actually tried to summon the arrival of the supreme will! 

 

Ye Chen and Buddha, hearing the voice of his call, were deeply frightened. 

 

"Stop him!" 

 

The Buddha was unprecedentedly dignified and fiercely slapped. 

 

Ye Chen also pulled out the emperor's holy knife, and with a brilliant blade, he cut his neck towards the 

demon ancestor Wutian. 

 

Woo woo—— 

 

But at this time, a strange, terrible, unpredictable, unimaginable terrible will vibrated in the void. 

 

Whether it was the palm of Buddha or Ye Chen's knife, it was completely shattered under the shadow of 

this will. 



 

Boom—— 

 

Outside the sky, came the sound of rain and thunder. 

 

Between heaven and earth, a strong wind blew. 

 

The terrible tornado, mixed with thunder and lightning, is like the end of the world, ravaging the earth 

of sentient beings. 

 

The world's mountains, forests, cities and buildings were swept by the wind and lightning, and 

immediately suffered serious damage. 

 

In the rolling wind and thunder, the sky became dark. 

 

On the boundless dark sky, an indescribable strange smell is spreading, with strange tentacles vaguely 

dancing among the clouds, and all kinds of sharp howls, neighs, and constantly reverberating in the 

storm. 

 

Finally, a face appeared on the sky. 

 

What kind of face is that? 

 

Pale, gray, covered with body spots, empty eyes, dead. 

 

As soon as this face appeared, the world was full of corpse odor. 

 

The empty eyes of that face scanned the world below in a dull way. 

 

Then, the things in the world below began to collapse and destroy. 



 

As long as things exist in the real world, whether mountains, forests, rivers, cities, temples, houses, even 

birds and animals, human beings and so on, as soon as they are scanned by the eyes, they begin to 

collapse, and the world law is also falling. 

 

Once the Buddha light spread, the vast and thousands of sentient beings began to collapse and collapse 

with the appearance of the dead face. 

 

Mountains and rivers are falling, the world is collapsing, countless black hole eddies appear, sweeping 

everything, devouring everything, and countless creatures scream. 

 

Even the holy land of truth has been impacted, all kinds of ancient Buddha altars have been destroyed, 

and the great truth temple has also been destroyed like building blocks. 

 

Ye Chen, Buddha, demon ancestor Wutian, Guichen and others were exposed, and they could clearly 

see the dead people's faces hanging in the sky. 

 

The Buddha looked at the dead face and trembled all over, as if he had seen the most terrible thing in 

the world. 

 

Ye Chen is also creepy. From the dead face, he captures the power that does not belong to this world 

and is so powerful that it is incredible. 
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This force is so powerful and terrible. Just a look in the eyes can make the whole sentient world 

completely go to destruction. 

 

"Is this the supreme will?" 

 



Ye Chen was thrilled. Although he was roughly sure that there was no so-called will in no time and 

space, the appearance of this dead face still brought him great pressure. 

 

Under the insight of heaven, he instantly knew that this dead face was the existence of the supreme will 

and the behind the scenes founder of the six realms of reincarnation! 

 

Even, ye Chen caught the cause and effect of Wu Zu from the dead face. 

 

I want to come to Wuzu's imprisonment, which is also related to this dead face! 

 

"Hahaha, Buddha of truth, the supreme will comes, and your death time is coming! I see how you still 

hinder me!" 

 

Mo Zu Wutian laughed wildly, like a madman. His palm shot out again and patted Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

As long as ye Chen is killed, the boat of sin will fall, and his soul will no longer be in danger of explosion. 

 

Ye Chen saw that magic Zu Wutian's palm had been killed, and immediately felt startling pressure. 

 

The Buddha wanted to help Ye Chen, but under the shadow of supreme will, his Qi stagnated, and he 

even had difficulties in self-protection. It was impossible to protect Ye Chen again. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth. With his current strength, of course, it is impossible to compete with Mo Zu 

Wutian... 

 

Ye Chen quickly retreated to avoid the tianwu bombing of the demon ancestor. 

 

Magic ancestor Wutian's palm crushed through the void and continued to hunt like gangrene. 



 

Ye Chen's situation was immediately very dangerous. 

 

"Hahaha, where can you escape?" 

 

Mo Zu Wutian laughed like crazy and killed Ye Chen's head with a palm. 

 

"It seems that I still want to fight, Wutian. If you want to kill the person I like, you are not qualified!" 

 

Suddenly at this time, an old voice sounded in the void. 

 

I saw a mysterious old man, step through the void, come down, gently waved a palm, but it was easy, 

and beat back the magic ancestor's hands. 

 

Mo Zu wudian retreated in horror, only feeling that the mysterious old man's magic power was so 

powerful that it was beyond the scope of the real world. 

 

That is absolutely a super strong man who preaches everything! 

 

It is an ancient sage at the level of Hongjun ancestor, Wuzu and Jianjia fairy! 

 

"Are you... Ye evil god!?" 

 

The demon ancestor was fearless and stared at the mysterious old man. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the figure of the mysterious old man, and felt extremely familiar, inner turmoil. 

 

The mysterious old man turned back and smiled kindly at Ye Chen, saying, "little guy, long time no see." 

 



"I'm not sure whether it's good or bad to involve you in this game." 

 

"Ye Xie... Grandpa, you... You have demonstrated the Tao without any?" 

 

Ye Chen felt the breath of ye evil god, strong enough to be indescribable, through heaven and earth, 

throughout the ages, which was a terrifying realm beyond reality. 

 

Ye evil god laughed and said, "it's true. In fact, I'm dead. Finally, you resurrect me in Wuwu world. I 

came back from the future time and space to help you." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and didn't know why. He said, "this... What's going on?" 

 

Ye Xie said: "you are in the real world, and finally you have to fight with the ancient emperor Yu Huang." 

 

"In the final battle, I was killed." 

 

"Later, you preached Wuwu, took charge of the ultimate reincarnation and resurrected me." 

 

"The present me, in fact, is not the present me, but the future me. I come from the future to save your 

life." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, probably understood, trembled all over, and said, "Grandpa, so you came back 

from the future?" 

 

Ye evil God smiled and said, "yes, in the current timeline, I can't beat Mozu Wutian and supreme will, 

but the future of me is enough." 

 

At last, ye evil god's eyes showed a sharp killing opportunity. 

 

As soon as he picked up his hand, the emperor's holy knife in Ye Chen's body flew to his hand. 



 

Qiang! 

 

Ye evil god pulled out the holy knife, and with a touch of vast, golden knife light, rushed up into the sky, 

hissing, and completely chopped the dead man's face hanging in the sky. 

 

The wind, thunder and majesty all over the sky were cut off. 

 

The rolling knife light, which lasts forever, shines thousands of miles, and is magnificent. 

 

Ye Chen was completely stunned. At this moment, ye evil god pulled out the blade completely, not a 

small part. 

 

But the whole emperor's holy knife was pulled out by ye evil god. 

 

The emperor's holy knife in its complete state was incredibly powerful, and it cut back the supreme will 

with one knife. 

 

Of course, this is also because the supreme will came to the real world and failed to give full play to its 

full strength due to many restrictions of rules. 

 

But one knife cut it back, and ye Chen was completely shocked by the terrible power of this amazing 

place. 

 

"Is this the strength of preaching everything?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the figure of ye evil god, and his blood was boiling. 

 

Ye evil God smiled, took the knife back into its sheath, returned it to Ye Chen again, and said, "you in the 

future will be hundreds of millions of times stronger than me now." 

 



"However, there are thousands of timelines in the future, and there are no timelines in which you can 

rise. It's too difficult." 

 

"I can't stay too long or disturb too much, otherwise the change of the timeline will have unpredictable 

and terrible consequences." 

 

"I'll wait for you in the future. Goodbye." 

 

At last, ye evil god sighed, looking at Ye Chen with some reluctance. 

 

Finally, he opened the river of time, flashed his body, and jumped back to the future world. 

 

From that long river of time, ye Chen glanced at Hong and saw his future. He ascended to the top and 

took charge of the heavens. Even in time and space, he established the law of order. He was worshipped 

by the heavens and accompanied by a group of beauties. The heavenly maidens became his concubines, 

which can be said to enjoy the greatest pleasure in the world. 

 

However, this great and full future is accompanied by countless thorns and blood. As long as you take a 

wrong step, you will be doomed. 

 

In that startling glance, ye Chen vaguely saw his countless failed and tragic future. 

 

He couldn't bear to look at those tragic scenes, only knowing that the end of failure was very tragic. 

 

For example, today, if ye evil didn't cross time and space to save his life, he would be in danger. 

 

Ye evil god went away, the supreme will also dissipated, and the sentient world was devastated, but at 

last, a little earth aura was retained, and it was not completely destroyed. 

 

The demon ancestor Wutian, the Buddha, and many monks of the great truth Temple stared at the 

scene in front of them. 

 



In the future, the strong man of space and time came down through the long river of years to turn the 

tide. If he hadn't seen it with his own eyes, they couldn't believe it. 

 

Even Guichen, who had been closing his eyes tightly, opened his eyes and looked around blankly. 

 

The external storm subsided, and the evil spirit of the sin boat continued to rush madly to the demon 

ancestor Wutian. 

 

Mo Zu Wutian felt that the soul seed was about to explode. His face was constantly twisted, his facial 

features were constantly twitching, and he suddenly clenched his teeth and roared upward: 

 

"If my soul seed explodes, my life is meaningless." 
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"Then today, let's just die together!" 

 

The voice fell, and the demon ancestor Wutian was blowing his life, and he even planned to explode. 

 

He has high hopes for the demon emperor. 

 

If the soul seed explodes, he has no hope of losing, then his old body will certainly not be able to 

support it, and he will surely die. 

 

Rather than decay and die, it's better to explode vigorously and drag the whole sentient world to be 

buried. 

 

For a time, Mozu Wutian's body expanded, and the magic weapons, natural materials and earth 

treasures he had accumulated all his life expanded, and exploded with him to destroy everything. 

 



"No!" 

 

GUI Chen was thrilled to see this scene. 

 

With a wave of his palm, he subconsciously used a "falling magic spell". 

 

That falling magic spell is a very common Buddhist magic... 

 

But unexpectedly, GUI Chen's magic spell fell on Mo Zu Wutian, and the Qi and blood of Mo Zu Wutian 

was suppressed back. 

 

Not only that, the expanding soul species of the demon ancestor Wutian also quickly shrunk back, and 

the demon gas continued to condense. 

 

Under the falling magic spell of returning to dust, the magic gas between heaven and earth will stop. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen, Buddha and others were stunned. 

 

Demon Zu Wutian looked at GUI Chen and was stunned. 

 

Until this time, he noticed the existence of Guichen. 

 

Before he came down, his attention was only focused on Ye Chen and Buddha. 

 

Now seeing Guichen's hand, Mozu Wutian immediately caught a very familiar breath, and he said to 

himself blankly, "are you... Another me?" 

 

After this sentence, the spirit of demon Zu Wutian was kind of demon gas, which was completely 

suppressed. 

 



The soul species shrank, and the demon ancestor Wutian could no longer borrow the body of the 

demon emperor who covered the sky. The air flow around him whined and soon dissipated. 

 

After shrinking, the soul species returned to the demon emperor's body. 

 

With a "wow", the demon emperor vomited a mouthful of congestion, opened his eyes and woke up. 

 

He looked at Guichen close at hand, quite confused and shocked. 

 

It's unimaginable that the ordinary magic spell of returning to dust can suppress the devil ancestor 

Wutian and make him unable to explode. 

 

But thinking of it, Guichen is the other side of the magic ancestor Wutian, and the magic emperor is also 

relieved. 

 

Guichen was dull. Just now, the words of demon Zu Wutian struck his heart like a giant hammer. There 

were many strange, familiar and extremely obscure memories in his mind. 

 

He vaguely felt that his life experience must be very wonderful. 

 

"Demon Zu Wutian said, I'm another him? This... What's going on?" 

 

Guichen was scared and confused, and his mood fluctuated. 

 

He was standing on the boat of sin. Originally, the evil spirit of the boat of sin could not hurt him at all, 

but with his mood disorder at the moment, the evil spirit also roared up to erode it with the demon 

emperor. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes were quick, his heart moved, and he controlled the boat of sin to prevent evil spirit from 

spreading. 

 

The demon emperor reacted very quickly and immediately jumped down with Guichen and returned to 

Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen saw that the demon emperor was refreshed and his mental state was much better, and he was 

no longer as gloomy as before. He was happy and said, "elder demon emperor, your soul seed is all 

right?" 

 

The demon emperor glanced at GUI Chen, and then said with a smile, "fortunately, with the help of this 

little brother, now the evil spirit in my body has been greatly dissipated, shrunk a lot, and will not attack 

again for the time being." 

 

Before coming to the world of sentient beings, the soul of the demon emperor was so strong that it 

almost devoured him. 

 

But at this moment, his soul species has completely shrunk, and will not hurt him in a short time. 

 

Ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief, also looked at Guichen, and said, "Guichen brother, thank you." 

 

Fortunately, with the support of Guichen's good thoughts and the dissolution of his magic spell, 

otherwise, the demon emperor will certainly die, and even the whole living world will completely 

collapse in the explosion of the demon ancestor. 

 

Hearing the thank-you from the demon emperor and ye Chen, GUI Chen didn't look happy, but was 

confused and said, "brother ye, i... I'm not really me, but the incarnation of demon Zu Wutian?" 

 

At this time, he had faintly awakened and peeped into his terrible life experience. 

 

Ye Chen's heart was cold, and he didn't dare to answer easily. He glanced at the Buddha. 

 



Buddha gently shook his head, but did not want to expose the truth. 

 

Ye Chen calmed down and said, "Guichen, you are you. Don't think too much, and don't be bewitched by 

the boundless words of the demon ancestor." 

 

GUI Chen was stunned and said, "really?" 

 

Ye Chen patted him on the shoulder and said, "you're tired. Have a good rest." 

 

GUI Chen gave a "Oh", and his expression was still confused. 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and walked gently to the Buddha. Seeing that the Buddha's golden body was 

dim and his breath was slightly decadent, he was quite worried and said, "Buddha, are you ok?" 

 

Previously, the Buddha consumed Qi and blood and restored the holy cup of human slaughter for ye 

Chen. Later, it was eroded by the supreme will. Now the state is not optimistic. 

 

The Buddha smiled, waved his hand and said, "it doesn't matter, ye evil god came back from the future 

time and space, repelled the supreme will, and I barely survived." 

 

After a pause, the Buddha's eyes narrowed slightly, looked at the sentient world that almost turned into 

ruins, and said, "next, I want to rebuild the sentient world, I'm afraid I'll be busy for a while." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, arched his hand and said, "Buddha, if you need my help, please feel free to speak." 

 

The Buddha said, "no need. Now you cut 96 shackles, but four shackles are not cut off. I dare not disturb 

you." 
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Now ye Chen's life and death porch is completely opened, and the number of flail cutting has reached 

96, which is the realm of flail cutting of the former Supreme goddess. 

 

Now, ye Chen is only four shackles away from being cut, that is, the shackles of the skull, the shackles of 

the eyes, and the shackles of the heart! 

 

Ye Chen thought to himself that he had benefited a lot from this time of wandering in the world of 

sentient beings, and it was also time for him to make a final sprint towards breaking through the 

shackles of the heart! 

 

Ye evil god returned from the future time and space, bringing Ye Chen infinite vision. 

 

In the coming years, ye Chen has the possibility to ascend the heavens and control everything. He sees 

the hope of rising, and his heart is naturally full of blood, which is also of great benefit to the breaking of 

the shackles of the heart. 

 

"Buddha, then I'll leave." 

 

Ye Chen said goodbye to the Buddha. Now the sentient world has been reduced to ruins, and the earth's 

aura is lost. If he wants to cut off his flail, he can only go outside. 

 

Ye Chen wants to return to the forbidden area and cut off his flail. After all, it will be safer in the 

forbidden area with the protection of the forbidden four old men. 

 

The forbidden area is also the territory of Wu Zu. If outsiders want to make trouble, they also need to 

pay an extra price. 

 

The Buddha took a deep look at Ye Chen, and seemed to find something. He hesitated for a few 

minutes, and then slowly nodded his head and said, "go, Lord of reincarnation, I wish you can 

successfully break through the shackles of the heart..." 

 

Ye Chen said, "well, thanks for Buddha's good words." 

 



This time, ye Chen wanted to leave with the demon emperor. 

 

"Brother ye, wait!" 

 

At this time, Guichen took a step and called Ye Chen. 

 

"Brother Guichen, what's up?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart jumped and asked. 

 

Guichen said, "brother ye, I also want to go outside to cut the yoke. Now I haven't cut off the yoke of 

martial arts." 

 

Ye Chen heard GUI Chen's request, and his heart suddenly chilled. 

 

When GUI Chen said this, his eyes were not as pure as before, but with some vague emotions. 

 

If he went outside, in case of any entanglement with Mozu Wutian, the consequences would be 

unimaginable. 

 

Now the soul species of the demon emperor has shrunk, and the demon ancestor is impossible to give 

up parasitism in a short time. 

 

But compared with the demon emperor, Guichen is a more perfect container! 

 

"This..." 

 

Ye Chen hesitated immediately and dared not promise for a moment. 

 



The Buddha said, "let him go. Ye evil god just came, and there was no special explanation. Everything 

can be done according to the trend." 

 

If Guichen really affects Ye Chen, the so-called ye evil god must have a hint. 

 

But just now, ye evil god was not particularly alert. Whether he wanted to return to the dust or stay was 

a part of the future layout, and there was no need to forcibly disturb it. 

 

Ye Chen thought so, and said, "OK, go back to dust, and you will go out with me and chop your flail 

together." 

 

Guichen was overjoyed and said, "thank you, brother Ye! Don't worry, I won't hinder you." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, bowed to the Buddha and said, "Buddha, let's leave first." 

 

Buddha said, "go, my sentient world will always stand on your side of reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, and then turned around. At the moment when ye Chen turned 

around, the Buddha suddenly found a black fog around Ye Chen. He thought for a moment, and 

hurriedly called Ye Chen, saying, "Lord of reincarnation, wait!" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and wondered, "what's the matter, Buddha?" 

 

The Buddha stretched out his finger behind Ye Chen and said, "there is a hidden demon behind you. 

Before you cut the flail, do you still have something to deal with?" 

 

Ye Chen didn't know what the Buddha meant. Just about to ask, the Buddha said, "Why are you infected 

with the cause and effect of the hopeless situation of death?" 

 

Hearing those four words, ye Chen suddenly realized that even his back was in a cold sweat. If he cut off 

his flail, he must go to the world too. 

 



But the cause and effect of the desperate situation of death is not over! 

 

The matter of Xiao Qin has not been solved yet! Half a year's appointment with the soul code honoring 

King Xiao prison is also coming. 

 

If you really forget this matter, Xiao Qin will die, and that will inevitably become your demon! 

 

At that time, how should the shackles of the heart be cut off! 

 

Maybe he will be controlled by Emperor Shitian! 

 

During this period of time, ye Chen has been delaying Xiao Qin's affairs, on the one hand, in order to 

strengthen his strength, on the other hand, to save Xiao Qin. The soul code and the king left him half a 

year, and there was still time. 

 

But now it's not enough! 

 

He must go to zhenhunyuan to get the green cloud divine wood immediately! 

 

Zhenhunyuan may have been troublesome or even fatal to him before, but now, I must be able to return 

to Qingyun Shenmu safely. 

 

At the thought of forgetting the consequences of this matter, ye Chen breathed out with fear, and then 

bowed to the Buddha and said, "thank you for the Buddha's warning, otherwise the consequences will 

be unimaginable. I will go to zhenhunyuan immediately before beheading the flail." 

 

The Buddha nodded, but when he heard zhenhunyuan, his expression was dignified, and he continued: 

"zhenhunyuan, I know something about it. This place is not general, and it has some connection with 

Wutian. If you get there, remember not to expose the metempsychosis too much. Now that you have 

broken the good deeds of Wutian, Wutian will be angry. If Wutian finds you have gone to zhenhunyuan, 

then this may become the place to bury reincarnation." 

 



The Buddha reminded Ye Chen again, so that ye Chen didn't dare to take it lightly for an instant. He 

arched his hand and said, "thank you, goodbye." 

 

In order not to be exposed, ye Chen arranged the demon emperor and Guichen in the wish star, 

otherwise he would be found by Wutian when he arrived at zhenhunyuan. 

 

Then he tore the void and went to zhenhun abyss with the help of the power of the virtual monument. 

 

…… 

 

After three hours, the void fluctuated. 

 

An indifferent figure appeared here! 

 

This person is none other than ye Chen! 

 

However, ye Chen deliberately covered the breath of reincarnation, because he released the star sky 

water mirror, relying on a trace of clues, constantly calculating divination. 

 

Although wutianji is powerful, ye Chen still feels a trace of wutianji. 

 

Sure enough, the Buddha did not deceive himself. 

 

"It seems that I really need to be careful." 

 

"Now I have broken many shackles, and many problems should not be solved with the help of the power 

of reincarnation..." 

 

"However, even the Buddha dare not underestimate this place, and I must not be careless." 

 



Ye Chen's words just fell, and two figures appeared around Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen saw these two people and was instantly overjoyed! 

 

It's ling'er and Yan xuan'er! 

 

Yan xuan'er seemed to refine the holy fire, and her breath was stronger. She looked at Ye Chen and said 

excitedly, "childe, I'll help you!" 

 

Ye Chen said to Yan Xuaner, "you have thoroughly refined the holy fire!!" 

 

Yan Xuaner nodded gently, and her face was a little flushed: "almost, childe, before you had other 

people's help, you didn't need me to come out. Now this is in the territory of heaven, and I may be able 

to help childe alleviate a little." 

 

Ye Chen was extremely satisfied, and then his eyes fell on ling'er and said, "ling'er, you..." 

 

However, before he finished speaking, ling'er said impatiently, "when the cause and effect of the stele 

appeared, I had no problem. During this time, I tore the void and kept looking for the whereabouts of 

the stele. Unfortunately, there was no gain. Well, you still have to cut your flail and go to get the 

Qingyun divine wood as soon as possible." 
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"OK." 

 

Ye Chen stopped talking nonsense and went in the same direction. 

 

…… 

 



On the boundless earth, every step is an unprecedented magnificent scene, or human purgatory. 

 

Countless stars hung overhead, and the vast blue waves connected the sky. Yan xuan'er used the power 

of the holy fire to light a bright red flame, and spread his wings around Ye Chen, helping him quickly 

cross this boundless journey. 

 

The scene in front of him changed one after another, and he walked all the way. Even ye Chen didn't 

know how long he had walked, but the oppression that gradually haunted and climbed in his heart 

gradually came, which was a precursor of unknown terror. 

 

Of course, if ye Chen uses the power of reincarnation holy soul heaven, he must not be afraid of 

everything, but ye Chen is unwilling to use reincarnation holy soul heaven, so as not to disturb Wutian. 

 

"It is said that under the soul pit of this town, endless complaining spirits are trapped, which is the real 

death place." 

 

"For thousands of years, there are not a few super strong people who try to seek Qingyun divine wood, 

but most of them have died in the periphery of zhenhun deep..." 

 

"Part of the reason for this is that it comes from Wutian, and part of the reason should be that this place 

itself is terrible." 

 

Linger obviously noticed the difference between heaven and earth, so he said something to remind him. 

 

"I haven't seen anyone for a long time. It's deserted here. It seems that we are not far from 

zhenhunyuan!" 

 

Ye Chen looked down at the silence under his feet. Even in the scorched land, a wisp of blood was faintly 

emitted, which had not dispersed for ever. 

 

"There was a terrible war here before?" 

 



Somehow, ye Chen came here with an inexplicably familiar feeling, but the only thing you can be sure of 

is that he never came. 

 

"Nothing can be studied. It's too old!" 

 

Linger's voice came, even she, who had always known everything, did not know. 

 

Ye Chen and his party trudged very close again, and no longer used the virtual tablet in the xuanbei of 

reincarnation. At the end of the desolation, there was a silent darkness that could not see the slightest 

light. 

 

Mountains several times taller than the stars in the ninth sky stand in a forest, one by one like a knife, 

emitting bursts of cold. Looking at them in the dark, they look like a top beam, supporting this dark 

world. 

 

"We're going to go down there. Once we step on it, there's no way out. Do you want to? In fact, it's OK 

to chop the flail first. If you go to the forbidden area and chop the flail a hundred times, and then step 

here after success, you have a 100% chance of winning." 

 

Linger's voice sounded again, and even in her voice line, there was a little more fear, even if it was once 

a desperate situation of death, it had never been like this. 

 

Standing on the ground, it was already a black fog cage lock. The visual acuity was less than three feet. 

The abyss under the ravines was even more ferocious. 

 

"I have no way out! The Buddha said that the cause and effect of the desperate situation of death may 

become my demons. If I don't step here first, the shackles of my heart are doomed to be cut off! 

Therefore, I have no choice." Ye Chen said firmly. 

 

In order to save Xiao Qin, complete the agreement of honoring the king in the soul code, and cut off this 

potential demon, even if there is only a glimmer of vitality, you must also try! 

 

Ye Chen casually offered a flame, illuminating a corner of the abyss. 



 

Countless weathered bones are exposed between the jagged mountain walls. At first glance, they are as 

evil as the devil's smile. 

 

"Ye Chen?" 

 

Seeing ye Chen didn't act, ling'er couldn't help wondering. After a careful look, he found the clue. 

 

I don't know when, a faint light hung over Ye Chen's head, waving like a broken flag, and the faint light 

became weaker and weaker until it disappeared. 

 

Ye Chen slowly opened her eyes, and ling'er even asked, "are you okay?" 

 

"Because the reincarnation holy soul heaven is temporarily closed, it seems to have been introduced 

into a kind of illusion just now. Although it is not as terrible as the demons cast by Emperor Shitian, this 

place is absolutely unusual!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated, and the truth of the cut skin made his skin exude cold sweat, but he couldn't 

remember it after waking up. 

 

"There are many people..." 

 

Putting aside the complicated thoughts, ye Chen shook her head and stopped thinking. The most 

important thing now is to find the Qingyun divine wood. 

 

"This Qingyun divine tree is a divine thing that exists under the zhenhun abyss, but no one has met it. It 

is just rumored that the evil spirits in the abyss have been influenced, and after washing their souls, they 

nourish the fertile soil in this dead place and sprout!" 

 

"Three thousand years of germination, three thousand years of rooting, three thousand years of 

gestation!" 

 



"The extreme number, nine nine born green clouds, so it is called green cloud divine wood. It is said to 

have the effect of nourishing blood and condensing soul!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently and said, "then let's go and have a look at what the so-called Qingyun divine 

wood looks like!" 

 

The figure was no longer muddy, and ye Chen jumped deep into the darkness. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation of this life, you finally come..." 

 

The inexplicable melody echoed between heaven and earth, but also scattered with the wind, which can 

no longer be found! 

 

Under the soul calming abyss, the wind is biting. 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the bottom of the abyss, and the weeds rose in bursts of bone debris. 

 

Suddenly, there was an unimaginable scene in front of him. Countless beautiful friends of Ye Chen 

appeared out of thin air and waved to him with a smile, such as Xia Ruoxue, Sun Yi, Ji Siqing, Zhetian 

demon emperor, blood god, endless night, Zhu Yuan, Zheng Yi, Yu Qingyin, Tian Xuexin, etc. 

 

The demon emperor covered the sky seemed to be in pain and said, "Ye Chen, the heavenly soul seed 

has become, and I will be deprived... Come with me, and my last strength will lead you to find the 

Qingyun divine wood..." 

 

The others were also talking to themselves, motioning Ye Chen to follow. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up a bright red light, which broke through the thousands of sad clouds in front of her. 

Yan Xuaner turned into a fire phoenix and turned upside down, and the old friends dissipated one by 

one. 
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"What a terrible illusion, which can separate the soul from the body..." 

 

"It's really dangerous not to use the reincarnation holy soul day..." 

 

In the previous scene, although he had realized that it was a fantasy, he didn't move half a minute. 

When he woke up and looked at his eyes, he had already stood in front of jueheng and stepped out with 

one step, which would be doomed. 

 

"Hahahaha!" 

 

The dark wind bursts, accompanied by inexplicable laughter, as if mocking Ye Chen's embarrassment. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

For a moment, the tyrannical breath gushed from ye Chen's body. Yan xuan'er's bright red flame light 

fused with the holy fire ignited from his own watch, forming a surging flame armor, which wrapped him. 

 

"Sure enough, Yan xuan'er is the nemesis of this dark thing. If it hadn't been for this, she would have 

stepped into the abyss and broken to pieces!" 

 

The bright red armor glittered around Ye Chen, cutting off the intrusion of all evil things, and ye Chen 

kept accelerating his pace. 

 

All the way, nothing changed. In the silent world, only his footsteps echoed, and even the shadow of 

insects and ants disappeared. 

 

"Whoosh!" 



 

The sound of breaking the air sounded, and ye Chen subconsciously looked back, and a very ordinary 

sand and stone splashed in front of her eyes. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated slightly, and he didn't dodge, letting it hit on his right arm, but instantly 

smashed the flesh and blood wrapped in divine fire armor! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen's whole right arm instantly burst and flew out upside down. 

 

The moment he landed, there was no time to look, and the strange soil was surging, absorbing the 

residue and flesh of his right arm... 

 

"If you give such delicious food to adults, you will be rewarded with the breath of Qingyun!" 

 

Yin pitiful laughter sounded, creepy. 

 

However, ye Chen's body is so strong that the eight trigrams heavenly elixir and celestial Koi copy are 

used to recast the body in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen, who was extremely vigilant, looked carefully at everything around him. Under the soul of this 

town, a stone or a dust could be fatal! 

 

"Eh..." 

 

The ghost hidden in the dark saw that ye Chen had such an anti heaven ability, and the surprise and 

salivation in his tone were all obvious. 

 

"Such pure blood power! It seems that it is really the Lord of reincarnation..." 

 



"But the reincarnation Lord of this life... Didn't even cut the flail..." 

 

In the silent darkness, a killing opportunity appeared, and ye Chen, who was already on full alert, could 

not be attacked again. A blow failed, and the dark voice sounded again: 

 

"Good boy, I can't remember how long I haven't seen the blood of a living person!" 

 

"I'll play with you today!" 

 

In the next moment, ye Chen only felt that the land under his feet was alive, tightly clasped his ankle, 

and then a downward pulling force came. 

 

"Yan Xuaner, break up!" 

 

Ye Chen exploded the armor formed by Yan xuan'er, and the hot flames fell to the ground, making a 

"Zizi" sound. 

 

"What the hell is this!" 

 

A cry of pain came from the dark. 

 

The earth immediately followed a sudden change, shaking off the bones buried under the earth, like 

jade, translucent and glittering. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

White bones coagulated into human shapes, constantly beating the bright red flames splashed by the 

fire all over the body. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but be stunned. 



 

The white bone in front of him obviously has thinking wisdom, and the glittering white bone that even 

Yan Xuaner can't burn out, proclaims the terrible strength of this person in his lifetime. 

 

"What flame is this..." 

 

But this guy's surprise doesn't look like he has experienced a big scene. What's going on? 

 

"Boy, you completely annoyed me!" 

 

The human white bone shook off the last trace of divine flame, and immediately used the bone palm as 

a blade to kill Ye Chen! 

 

Blood moon slaughters heaven! 

 

The brilliance of blood moon emerged from ye Chen's sword, and a strange scene of nine rounds of 

blood moon appeared in the void. 

 

Although he did not use reincarnation Heaven Sword, nor did he use reincarnation blood, his blood 

moon Tu Tian cut, also reached the peak, and the edge of this sword was extremely fierce. 

 

However, it was blocked by the other party! 

 

After a few rounds, with the holy fire to protect the body, Bai Gu also had no way to take ye Chen. One 

person, one bone, was so deadlocked in place. 

 

"What an evil boy!" 

 

Bai Gu looked at Ye Chen vigilantly, and no longer moved easily. 

 



"This guy is obviously intelligent, so we have to find a way to take him. Just now, the breath of Qingyun 

in his mouth has nothing to do with he Shenmu..." 

 

Ye Chen was also the guy whose eyes were tightly locked in front of him. He had suffered a dark loss 

previously, which showed that his strength was not under him. 

 

You know, this guy is just a skeleton who won't use any martial arts skills. 

 

"Boy, how about you and me make a deal?" 

 

Bai Gu smiled cunningly and said hey hey. 

 

"Give me some of your strength, and I can introduce you to someone who has the whereabouts of 

Qingyun divine wood you want to find!" 

 

Without waiting for ye Chen to answer, Bai Gu threw a heavy bomb, which surprised Ye Chen! 

 

"What?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated. Did this guy know that he was looking for Qingyun Shenmu? 

 

"Hey, boy, you don't have to be so surprised. There are no living creatures in this town. Ordinary people 

can't avoid it. Most of the people who come here are to find the treasure Qingyun divine wood. Are you 

here to chat with me?" 

 

Bai Gu directly opened his mouth and said, "how about making a deal?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes turned, and he was pregnant with reincarnation blood, but he had used means to cover 

it. Leaving aside reincarnation blood, his strength of blood was inexhaustible. It wouldn't hurt to give 

this guy some. 

 



"I need to know the news of Qingyun Shenmu!" 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

"No problem!" Bai Gu patted his crystal clear chest candidly, and promised. 

 

"Take it!" 

 

The pure blood force poured down, and the glittering and translucent white bones became clearer, 

sending out a comfortable wheezing sound one after another, and ye Chen waited quietly. 

 

"Hoo... I haven't encountered such pure blood power for a long time, huh? How can you be like a 

nobody..." 

 

Bai Gu immediately made a move and was out of line. 

 

"Ye Chen, these dead things are not afraid of vitality. Only by fighting with dead things and integrating 

the holy fire, Yan Xuaner is domineering, but you can't subdue this guy without using reincarnation 

blood and reincarnation Holy Spirit, so you can't give full play to all its powers!" 

 

"If you don't take him, this guy may turn against the water at any time!" 

 

Linger warned. 

 

Sure enough, Baigu got benefits, and his attitude was obviously a little colder. 

 

"Boy, be funny, I can leave you a whole body!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned, "why, do you want to go back?" 

 



"Hahaha, this is zhenhunyuan. Strangers are not close!" 

 

"Haven't your adults told you?" 

 

A sharp killing gas rose again, absorbing Ye Chen's strength, and the glittering white bones became 

stronger and stronger, which could break his defense! 

 

"Zi!" 

 

Bai Gu tore Ye Chen's defense with a fist, and a touch of scarlet shot out, shining on the center of his 

eyebrows, which was absorbed by him again. 
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"Really think I can't kill you?" Ye Chen's eyes were cold. He glanced at the reincarnation cemetery, and 

suddenly his eyes fell on a sword embryo. 

 

Can't use reincarnation Tianjian and other Tianjian, his strength will be greatly reduced. 

 

But the embryo of the sword was obtained in the city of near too when he surrendered the holy fire. 

 

This thing is powerful, but obviously reincarnation Tianjian is much stronger than this sword embryo. 

Now without using Tianjian, this sword embryo is good. 

 

More importantly, now Yan Xuaner helps! 

 

Yan xuan'er, who integrates the holy fire, is bound to be strong with this sword embryo! 

 

The next second, the sword embryo in Ye Chen's hand appeared, emitting a cold awn. 



 

"You can cut dead objects only with dead objects. The sword embryo cast by the previous star meteorite 

is originally inanimate, and its material originally contains the power of sealing, which is perfect!" 

 

Ye Chen's ear rang out linger's advice, which suddenly dawned. 

 

Since this white bone doesn't appreciate it, then kill him! 

 

"Whoosh!" 

 

The dark iron sword, which seemed to be like a fire stick, stabbed hard, and the white bone turned into 

a blade with a palm, stubbornly trying to take ye Chen's blow. 

 

"Click!" 

 

The glittering and translucent palm was cut off by Ye Chen with an iron sword from his arm and 

scattered on the ground... 

 

No matter how it called, the pile of bones completely lost their luster, and turned into fly ash with Ye 

Chen's foot. 

 

"You, you, you..." 

 

"Don't come here!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen holds the sword embryo in his hand, and even his demon from Jiuyou feels 

fear. Who on earth is this guy who exists and can behead dead things? 

 

Another sword crossed, and the white bone left arm was broken. 

 



Fleeing in panic, the white bones were cut off their legs and struggled to resist. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Ye Chen, holding the sword embryo, mercilessly inserted it into the chest of Bai Gu and completely 

crushed his trunk! 

 

Looking at the guy with only one skull left, ye Chen raised the sword embryo in his hand and made a 

gesture to stab him to end his life. 

 

"Spare your life, I said, I said!" 

 

In front of the sword, the skull stammered hurriedly: 

 

"Zhen... Zhen Hun yuan... Under, there is a... Powerful existence that controls this world." 

 

"I don't know the origin of this person, but I know that demon Zu Wutian came to see him and explained 

what!" 

 

"He has three ghosts who will sit down. We remnant souls can use our blood and energy to exchange for 

a wisp of green cloud breath to continue our lives..." 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help frowning. Unexpectedly, someone controlled zhenhunyuan? 

 

"Where is the sacred wood of Qingyun?" 

 

"This..... I don't know..." Bai Gu was scared to fly when he saw the sword edge again, and screamed, "the 

three ghosts will know, and I can take you to see them!" 

 

Feeling Ye Chen's killing intention, skull hurriedly said, "thank you for sparing your life, thank you for 

sparing your life!" 



 

"You'd better not play any tricks!" Ye Chen's long sword flashed and said in a cold voice. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen kicked the skull out more than ten feet with one foot, and then walked forward with his own 

steps. 

 

A painful cry, the skull can't remember clearly. It was kicked around by Ye Chen as a ball 
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"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen fought with his sword, and fought the ghost general hard, but he obviously didn't expect that 

the opponent's strength was so strong that if he was hit hard, his blood surged and flew out of his body. 

 

In the face of these dead things, you can only break them with strength. Any gorgeous moves can't hurt 

them! 

 

"Come again!" 

 

"I'd like to see how strong I am, regardless of reincarnation!" 

 

Another slap, full of violent waves! 

 

"Damn..." the ghost took a look at his situation. The power of the whole right arm had been completely 

destroyed and sealed by the sword embryo. The purple golden awn slowly faded, and a gust of Yin wind 

blew, but it was weathered! 



 

Just a few rounds, I lost an arm! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen on one side, his strong resilience made the indifferent man in front of him look like a 

madman, and his fighting spirit increased instead of decreased! 

 

"If it goes on like this... Even I will fall here!" 

 

The ghost darkened his eyes and began to weigh the pros and cons. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

As everyone knows, ye Chen at the moment also pretends to be calm. In order not to let Wu Tian feel it, 

he hasn't used too many cards, so the pain of each palm is real, but the only way at present is to drink 

back the other party with momentum, otherwise... He won't get Qingyun divine wood! 

 

"Come again!" 

 

Ye Chen echoed in the soul of the town like the cry of Wu Zu. Countless fierce ghosts were frightened. 

They should have been invincible, but now they became lambs to be slaughtered. 

 

"Wait a minute!" 

 

The ghost will say. 

 

"What do you mean by coming here?" 

 

"Ye Chen, stop as soon as you see the good. The power of the star meteor in the sword embryo will also 

be exhausted. Once it fails, any kid here can kill us!" 

 



Linger's voice rang out. 

 

"Blue cloud divine wood!" 

 

Ye Chen responded faintly. 

 

The ghost's eyes showed embarrassment, and his frightened eyes looked at the sword in Ye Chen's 

hand. Even he was surprised, what on earth was it that could restrain them! 

 

Seeing ye Chen lifting the sword again, the ghost general waved his hand and said, "it's not that we are 

embarrassed with you. If we ask for the breath of Qingyun, we can give generously, just divine wood..." 

 

"Alas... Please follow me!" 

 

The ghost general had to speak and glanced at the sword in Ye Chen's hand. 

 

How can this little thought hide Ye Chen's eyes? 

 

Ye Chen put the stars away, stood with his hands on his back, and swaggered away with the ghost! 

 

"It's so close. If it's a little late, we'll die!" 

 

Ling'er hid in the reincarnation cemetery, and he couldn't help but be shocked into a cold sweat. The 

strength of this ghost general was unfathomable, and he forcibly exhausted the power in the Xingchen 

meteorite at the cost of one arm 

 

Fortunately, in the end, one party compromised, and they won in the psychological game... 

 

"Please look, sir!" 

 



As the ghost general motioned to look, behind a huge Tianmen, a towering tree stood upright, and ye 

Chen looked from bottom to top, but he couldn't see its branches and leaves. 

 

There was no other reason. It was only at the half waist of the trunk that the dark clouds covered the 

eyes and the whole picture was missing. 

 

On the dark trunk, anger is gone 

 

"This is the Holy tree of green clouds, but it's hopeless!" 

 

The ghost sighed and told the truth: 

 

"Divine wood has spirit. Since its birth, it has suppressed countless grievances here, washed the soul 

with the power of green clouds, and let us forget our past lives and this life, so as to enter 

reincarnation!" 

 

"But after the demon ancestor Wu Tian came, the vitality of the Qingyun divine tree disappeared. We 

can only continue the divine tree's half vitality with the blood and gas force plundered by the outside 

world..." 

 

When the ghost was about to Tell ye Chen, the divine tree trembled slightly and sighed: 

 

"You finally came!" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. Is it the divine tree talking to him? 

 

But looking at the ghost general who was still talking to himself, ye Chen was convinced that the divine 

tree was transmitting a signal with a voice that only he could hear! 

 

"Boom!" 

 



The divine tree trembled again, and the shaking branches and leaves fell all over the sky, and ye Chen's 

figure also dispersed with it 

 

"Your Excellency..." 

 

The ghost will watch ye Chen disappear with his eyes open, and the color of panic instantly rushes to his 

heart! 

 

The rules here are limited. If you want to disappear like this, only demon Zu Wutian can do it! 

 

Is this boy more terrifying than Mo Zu Wutian? 

 

…… 

 

The time and space in front of him kept changing, and finally settled in an unknown cave. 

 

"Here you are!" 

 

It was the strange sound that sounded again. Ye Chen looked around and found that a figure was sitting 

quietly in the dark corner. 

 

But the sound was obviously not made by him. The figure sitting cross legged had fallen for a long time, 

but was just a broken body. 

 

"Yes, it's me!" 

 

Another sound sounded. 

 

"Huh? Is it you?" Ye Chen repeatedly determined that the sound was from the fallen body. 

 



"Cling to your thoughts, and one thought still exists!" 

 

Ye Chen said, "are you waiting for me?" 

 

"Exactly!" 

 

"I'm here to find Qingyun divine wood, and I haven't had any intersection with you, but..." 

 

The voice asked, "can the fragments of the boat of sin be in you?" 

 

"Not bad!" 

 

"In this way, it is cause and effect!" 

 

The voice in the dark said such a sentence mindlessly, and immediately said again, "if you want to find 

the divine wood, you need to break a game!" 

 

Ye Chen only felt that his whole body was floating, and he turned into a son and fell on the chessboard. 

On his side, countless killing opportunities were hidden, and one step was doomed. 

 

"What does your excellency mean?" 

 

"The divine wood can naturally give you this solution!" 

 

Ye Chen stopped talking and turned to look at the chess game. Although he turned into a child, it did not 

prevent him from viewing the dilemma from the overall situation. 

 

Rao is even a person who is not very proficient in chess can easily see that there is no solution to this 

game! 

 



Take a step back and lose everything. Further, you will hurt the enemy by a thousand and lose 800 by 

yourself. 

 

There is only one chance left for myself. According to this, there is no way to break the situation. 

 

"Alas... If I had known this, why should I have!" 

 

That voice also saw Ye Chen's entanglement, and immediately sighed and stopped talking. 

 

"Dead fish, broken nets?" 

 

Ye Chen 
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Wait, isn't the choice now 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up and cast her eyes back on the chessboard again! 

 

"Once gone, you may not be born. The opposite is..." 

 

As soon as ye Chen's eyes brighten, there is no absoluteness in the world. If you step back, you will not 

die! 

 

There are only one of the two ways in front of us. There is no doubt that someone must choose the 

former to fight for a chance! 

 

"Do not break or stand!" 

 



Ye Chen did the opposite, firmly believed, and stepped back to withdraw! 

 

"Hum!" 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The buzzing sound on the chessboard suddenly rose, and the white sons around Ye Chen were 

swallowed up by sunspots. After tenacious and useless resistance, ye Chen was left alone against the 

enemy. 

 

"You cut off your anger. Why do you leave only one person?" 

 

The voice in the dark was startled and doubted that none of the countless people who came here to play 

chess was willing to cut off their own lives and choose this situation that was sure to die. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and replied, "life is like a drama, and drama is like a game!" 

 

"As long as my heart is still there, I can fight for everything. At present, it seems that I will die without 

doubt, but the one who has nothing to worry about is nothing to break and stand, and everything is 

born from my heart!" 

 

"Just as the saying goes, Tao can be said, and it's extraordinary!" 

 

"Elder, dare you say that I can't turn the tide alone?" 

 

What ye Chen said was resounding. 

 

"Hahahaha, bukui is the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

"What a way to go, very way!" 



 

It seems to be surprised at a choice, and so is the voice in the dark 


